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http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2014/09/sounds-you-cant-hear-can-still-hurt-your-ears

• A wind turbine, a roaring crowd at a football game, a jet engine 
running full throttle: Each of these things produces sound waves that 
are well below the frequencies humans can hear. 

• But just because you can’t hear the low-frequency components of 
these sounds doesn’t mean they have no effect on your ears. Listening 
to just 90 seconds of low-frequency sound can change the way your 
inner ear works for minutes after the noise ends, a new study shows.

• “Low-frequency sound exposure has long been thought to be innocuous, 
and this study suggests that it’s not,” says audiology researcher Jeffery 
Lichtenhan of the Washington University School of Medicine in in St. 
Louis, who was not involved in the new work.

• Humans can generally sense sounds at frequencies between 20 and 
20,000 cycles per second, or hertz (Hz)—although this range shrinks as a 
person ages. Prolonged exposure to loud noises within the audible range 
have long been known to cause hearing loss over time. But establishing 
the effect of sounds with frequencies under about 250 Hz has been 
harder. Even though they’re above the lower limit of 20 Hz, these low-
frequency sounds tend to be either inaudible or barely audible, and 
people don’t always know when they’re exposed to them.

http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2014/09/sounds-you-cant-hear-can-still-hurt-your-ears


http://rsos.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/royopensci/1/2/140166.full.pdf

• For the new study, neurobiologist Markus Drexl and colleagues at 
the Ludwig Maximilian University in Munich, Germany, asked 21 
volunteers with normal hearing to sit inside soundproof booths 
and then played a 30-Hz sound for 90 seconds. 

• The deep, vibrating noise, Drexl says, is about what you might hear 
“if you open your car windows while you’re driving fast down a 
highway.” 

• Then, they used probes to record the natural activity of the ear 
after the noise ended, taking advantage of a phenomenon dubbed 
spontaneous otoacoustic emissions (SOAEs) in which the healthy 
human ear itself emits faint whistling sounds. “Usually they’re too 
faint to be heard, but with a microphone that’s more sensitive than 
the human ear, we can detect them,” Drexl says. Researchers know 
that SOAEs change when a person’s hearing changes and disappear 
in conjunction with hearing loss.

• People's SOAEs are normally stable over short time periods. But in 
the study, after 90 seconds of the low-frequency sound, 
participants’ SOAEs started oscillating, becoming alternately 
stronger and weaker. The fluctuations lasted about 3 minutes, the 
team reports today in Royal Society Open Science. 

• The changes aren’t directly indicative of hearing loss, but they do 
mean that the ear may be temporarily more prone to damage 
after being exposed to low-frequency sounds, Drexl explains. 
“Even though we haven’t shown it yet, there’s a definite 
possibility that if you’re exposed to low-frequency sounds for a 
longer time, it might have a permanent effect,” Drexl adds. 

http://rsos.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/royopensci/1/2/140166.full.pdf


Effects of low frequency noise and vibrations: Environmental and occupational perspectives, 2011

• Abstract

• This article provides a current knowledge base of adverse effects due to 
community and occupational low frequency noise (20–200 Hz). Low frequency 
noise has a large annoyance potential, and the prevalence of annoyance 
increases with higher sound pressure levels (SPLs) of low frequencies. 

• Low frequency noise annoyance is related to headaches, unusual tiredness, lack 
of concentration, irritation, and pressure on the eardrum. Data suggest that 
sleep may be negatively affected. In occupational environments, low frequency 
noise may negatively affect performance at moderate noise levels, whereas the 
health consequences of higher SPLs are less well known. 

• Factors inherent in most low frequency noise such as the throbbing 
characteristics, the intrusion of low frequencies felt when other frequencies in 
the sound are attenuated, and the vibration sensations sometimes felt contribute 
to the response. 

• Measurements need to properly assess the individual exposure and include 
spectral, temporal, and if present also vibration characteristics. 

https://www.gu.se/english/research/publication/?publicationId=150522

https://www.gu.se/english/research/publication/?publicationId=150522


Nyttig artikkel

http://doc.wind-watch.org/sources-effects-lfn-1996.pdf

http://doc.wind-watch.org/sources-effects-lfn-1996.pdf


Kartlegging av
lavfrekvent
støy.
Stående bølger
i rommet kan gi
en varisjon på
20-30 dB 
avhengig av
hvor det måles

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/5327784_Measuring_low-frequency_noise_indoors

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/5327784_Measuring_low-frequency_noise_indoors


https://www.researchgate.net/publication/5327784_Measuring_low-frequency_noise_indoors

«Stående bølger»

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/5327784_Measuring_low-frequency_noise_indoors


Stående bølger i rommet
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https://www.norskoljeoggass.no/drift/arbeidsmiljo/stoy/moter-seminarer-mm/mudcube/

ASKEPOTT 2018 

FROKOSTMØTE HØR! MUD CUBE – MINDRE STØY OG LIKE GOD 
YTELSE SOM VANLIGE «SHAKERE» 15.03.13

Foto: Halvor Erikstein

https://www.norskoljeoggass.no/drift/arbeidsmiljo/stoy/moter-seminarer-mm/mudcube/


NORSOK S-002N  Støydatablad

https://www.standard.no/no/Nettbutikk/produktkatalogen/Produktpresentasjon/?ProductID=968037

31,5 Hz 

Laveste C på et piano 32 Hz

Krever ikke data på infralyd.
Standarden må få innkravet!

https://www.standard.no/no/Nettbutikk/produktkatalogen/Produktpresentasjon/?ProductID=968037


«Det grønne skiftet» må inkludere hensynet til Helse, Miljø og Sikkerhet! 

Foto: Halvor Erikstein



The Problems With “Noise Numbers” for Wind Farm Noise Assessment
Abstract

Human perception responds primarily to sound character rather than sound 
level. Wind farms are unique sound sources and exhibit special audible and 
inaudible characteristics that can be described as modulating sound or as a 
tonal complex.

Wind farm compliance measures based on a specified noise number alone will 
fail to address problems with noise nuisance.

The character of wind farm sound, noise emissions from wind farms, noise 
prediction at residences, and systemic failures in assessment processes are 
examined. 

Human perception of wind farm sound is compared with noise assessment 
measures and complaint histories. The adverse effects on health of persons 
susceptible to noise from wind farms are examined and a hypothesis, the 
concept of heightened noise zones (pressure variations), as a marker for cause 
and effect is advanced. 

A sound level of LAeq 32 dB outside a residence and above an individual’s 
threshold of hearing inside the home are identified as markers for serious 
adverse health effects affecting susceptible individuals. 

The article is referenced to the author’s research, measurements, and 
observations at different wind farms in New Zealand and Victoria, Australia.

https://stopthesethings.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/bull-sci-technol-soc-2011-thorne-262-90.pdf

https://stopthesethings.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/bull-sci-technol-soc-2011-thorne-262-90.pdf


WHO Environmental Noise Guideline, 2018 

http://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/383921/noise-guidelines-eng.pdf?ua=1

http://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/383921/noise-guidelines-eng.pdf?ua=1


Offshore vindturbiner
Hvordan blir arbeidsmiljøet til de som skal overvåke og vedlikeholde?
Finnes det verneutstyr som kan beskytte?



https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0174420

OPEN ACCESS 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/2331216518789551

OPEN ACCESS 

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0174420
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/2331216518789551
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